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Abstract—Risk regulations and compliance management
require business controls automation. Business processes
execution yield event logs and analysis of these logs can
produce valuable knowledge for organizational product
and/or service improvements. In this paper we have ex-
plored a monitoring scenario of shipment request and
evaluated it on the basis of Smart auditing framework.
A combination of process mining techniques and business
process ontologies is evaluated on simulated data in order
to identify the auditing/monitoring capability of PROM
plug-in’s. The initial evaluation revealed that rule based
audit is successful on machine-crafted data in PROM tool.
Moreover, this paper also highlights lack of automated rule
translation in LTL-checker (PROM plug-in) for smart audit
framework’s evaluations.

Keywords—Compliance checking, Process mining, Infor-
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I. INTRODUCTION

The digital universe is growing exponentially [1]. In

parallel to that, development of technology give rise

to the faster computers with extensive data storage

capacity. Similar to most of the IT-related phenomena,

the compliance of ever growing data complies with

Moore’s Law [2]. This growth in data and technology let

organizations to think and prepare for ever growing data

and its’ management. Intelligent use of this "Big data"

is a challenge. Not only the use but the compliance of

it is even a bigger challenge.

The compliance, accuracy and correctness of big data

are questions of concern however, the goal to have

valuable insight from data. Organizations can analyze

compliance of data by analyzing the business processes

through business process audit [3]. It is known as in-

formation audit in other literature[4]. There exist two

possibilities for such a compliance check, (a) Organi-

zations do it by their own through internal audit or (b)

by engaging independent audit organizations as external

auditors. Compliance check by internal auditor and ex-

ternal auditor are overlapping and can be complemented

by activities.

Compliance check done either by internal auditor or

by external auditor is to ensure the quality of their

implemented processes. During compliance checking of

business processes, auditors relay on computerized data

sources, such as event logs which are automatically

in/out-putted to the information system. Event logs are

the interpretation of the execution of the business pro-

cesses in an organization. Use of event logs for compli-

ance checking is supported by process mining [5], [6].

There exist numerous tools for analyzing event logs(i.e

Fluxicon, Emit, ARIS PPM ) [7] but we will use PROM

to evaluate the smart auditing framework [8]. In the end

of the paper we will be able to conclude that do we need

to re-invent the wheel for Smart auditing framework’s

evaluation or can we use existing PROM plug-ins for

smart audit purpose? Thus objective of the paper is

two fold (a)evaluation of the Smart Auditing framework

(b)evaluation of PROM tool for smart auditing.

In section II we start with the introduction of smart

audit framework and later we have highlighted main

features of the PROM tool. Section III discusses a

compliance checking case followed by an evaluation in

Section IV. Finally, section V discusses limitations to
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validity, and draws conclusions, and indicates directions

for future research.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Smart Audit Framework

In the information systems field, we have witnessed

substantive research on the topic of compliance and

monitoring[9]. Smart auditing framework uses event-

driven intelligent techniques such as process mining

in order to improve efficiency and the effectiveness

of audit process. However, it also takes normative au-

diting knowledge into account. Normative structure of

REA(Resource Event Ontology) and possible business

norms has been analyzed as well. Use of business norms

and ontologies for compliance checking leads to the

foundation of adaptive auditing system. On-line auditing

is closely related to the idea of piggy-backing where

auditor and auditee agree to use the same business data

flow for both internal and external audit purposes. It is

explained in Table I where use of smart auditing frame-
work by internal and external auditor is discussed by

comparing IST(as is)state of business with SOLL(to-be)

state of the business (detail explanation of the framework

can be seen from [8]). Usually external auditor has to

perform some of the checks already done by internal

auditing, and they can draw on these results, under

certain conditions. So it is possible that external auditor

relays on internal auditor and generate external audit

reports based on internal audit reports. Table I shows

modules performed by internal and external auditors. In

addition to concept of piggy backing is used when three

functions namely extraction(), conversion()and compari-

son() are called again and again as can be seen in Table I.

Explanation of each function is as follows;

1) Extraction():It extracts data from a large data set.

Input of this function will decide the processing

steps involved for output generation. For example

step by step procedure of extraction of numbers and

sub-strings are different.

2) Conversion(): This function is based on casting

function of programming languages (such as Java,

C) in casting one type is converted into another

type. For comparing two objects they need to be in

comparable format. The purpose will be achieved

by conversion() function by type-casting.

3) Comparison(): Comparison of two entities lead to

the compliance checking. As the results of compar-

ison, similar or dissimilar behaviours are described.

IST an SOLL models will be compared by using

compare(). This function is core of smart auditing
framework.

Based on smart auditing framework‘s internal audit

process can be performed intelligently by choosing event

log as an input data and REA a business norm ontology.

Due to event log as a selected input, process mining

has been chosen as an aggregation technique see (details

can be seen from Chapter 4 [8]). For report generation

external auditor usually uses almost all the same modules

except adaptation. It is possible that external auditor uses

the report produced by internal auditor and save time and

money. In that case reliability of internal auditor’s report

and transparency of internal audit process is always a

question of concern.

B. PROM

PROM is a process mining tool based on the pro-

cess mining discipline is based on knowledge ex-

traction during/from process execution. These pro-

cesses have inbuilt hidden business norms, controls

and business logic. PROM is a platform with a plug-

in support for growing process-mining techniques. Not

only processes but services can also be handled by

PROM[6]. PROM basis are event logs and with the big

data era logs are exponentially growing [10]. PROM

evaluates these logs to conclude about the facts.It

is platform independent and free downloadable soft-

ware (www.processmining.org), Commercial version of

PROM is DISCO by fluxicon (www.fluxicon.com), Per-

ceptive Process Mining (www.perceptivesoftware.com),

Celonis (www.celonis.de), and QPR ProcessAnalyzer

(www.qpr.com). Detail study shows that PROM has

potential to handle Auditing as well [11].Detailed in-

formation about the business processes are executed as

event logs, which is analyzed by process mining and

can produce audit trails. It is predicted by van der Aalst

that use of process mining may change dramatically the

role of auditor [4]. There exist more then 600 plug-ins

in PROM. Different plug-ins are for different techniques

such as Control-flow mining techniques, alpha algorithm,

genetic mining, and multi-phase mining are developed.

(For details of plug-in see [8]),
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Framework Mod-
ules

Input Output Processing IA* EA*

1a Smart Sensors Events Storing data into database Keep track of data continuity Yes No
1b Effectors Event-log Processed Event-log Data cleaning and maintaining Yes Reuse
2 I/pDataExtraction() Processed Eventlog Purpose related data Extract purpose related data Yes No
3 IST atomic/granular data Targeted data set for com-

pliance checking
Apply Sampling, clustering, processing
techniques

Yes Yes

4 SOLL Data Ex-
traction()

Business rules, norms and
business ontologies

Extracted Business norms
in IF-then format and on-
tology as business models

Audit purpose related norms and on-
tologies will be extracted

Yes No

5 Transform Con-
version()

IST or SOLL model IST and SOLL in compa-
rable format

Conversion() Strings conversion into
IF-Else rules (SOLL)and those can be
applied on data set (IST)

Yes No

6 Compliance
Check
Compare()

IST and SOLL Compliance report with
detective, preventive and
corrective properties

Compare(): Checking rules (SOLL in
machine readable format) against each
instance of IST data

Yes Yes

7 Decision Makers Compliance Report Action against report Decision Making Yes Yes
9 Adaptation Com-

pare() and Ex-
traction()

Compliance report with
less, more or not-violated
rules and norms

More compliant and effi-
cient

Action for gaining efficiency in the
form of rules, control update, append

Yes No

TABLE I
INPUT OUTPUT AND PROCESSING IN EACH MODULE OF SMART AUDITING FRAMEWORK(IA=INTERNAL AUDIT, EA=EXTERNAL AUDIT)

III. FROM ORDER PLACEMENT TO PRODUCT

SHIPMENT: A COMPLIANCE CHECKING SCENARIO

In this section applicability of PROM for auditing

purpose will be explored and we will evaluate our

proposed framework on simulated data. We have consid-

ered a generalized company’s scenario, which is the the

outcome of detail discussion of import/export procedures

with many companies. In simulated data we have consid-

ered a company which have worldwide manufacturing,

sourcing, and distribution centers. The employees at cen-

tral location, are responsible for coordinating activities

between Company’s customs, logistics, IT departments,

the third party warehousing and many more. There is

coordination of activities for securing all documentation

and information provision and sharing. We name this

company as G-company. We have focused the audit

activity from customs domain’s perspective where a set

of rules and regulations [12] by EU customs are focused.

These rules are the basis of designs/re-designs of G-

company’s control procedures. Customs require satisfac-

tory system of appropriate controls. Thus in placing the

security requirements for all goods entering or leaving

the customs territory of the EU. One of the major EU

requirement is secure transportation of goods from one

location to other.

For evaluation purpose, the case study is limited to

the process from order placement to product loading.

Simulated data is randomly generated on the basis of

business process diagram shown in Figure 1.

1) On PPSR an electronic file generated by the sales

affiliates for Warehouse Management System.

2) Once the order has been placed, the shipment is

pre-confirmed in the warehouse management sys-
tem(WMS) to prepare the relevant documents for

the shipment.

3) In parallel inventory is updated, goods are customs

cleared, import duties and VAT(value added tax) are

calculated and paid.

4) After loading the shipment is manually confirmed

as shipped in the warehouse management system
and at the same time is communicated by electronic

transmission to the IS system of G-company,

Fig. 1. Pick Pack and Ship Process (PPSR)

Code for data generation is written in Java, which

constitute four methods including Main method. Major
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tasks are carried out by ‘Shuffle Method’ which takes

the ordered form of events, apply the simple swapping

procedure and return an array which have randomized

list of events. Finally, data is written on a compact file

(For details see Appendix B [8]). PROM does’t accept

commonly used tabular format of data or excel sheet thus

.XES files are generated. After successful input of data

business norms application is possible which will leads

us to evaluate smart auditing framework.

Generated data have hard coded built in controls

for example segregation of duties: order receiving and

sending cannot be done by one person. Moreover, money

related issues are handled by financial department. Other

tasks are generated by uniform distribution random func-

tion of Java.

For evaluation of the proposed framework we need

to identify the ‘audit authority’, in our case study we

assume that government want to check compliance of

PPSR. Scope of audit is from order placement to ship-

ment.

By considering business logic concrete business rules

are formulated against simulated data. These business

rules will lay down the foundation of SOLL model.

• R1 Before sending order duties should be paid

• R2 Before shipment request stock should be

checked

• R3 Once money is received then order should be

sent

• R4 Duties should be paid before shipment crosses

the border

Following rules are generated by concrete translation

of some of the REA concepts such as (i) Exchange

duality, (ii) Economic reciprocity [13],

• R5 Decrease in stock in warehouse should be equal

to increase in inflow of money for G-company

• R6 Number of orders received should be equal to

number of sent and aborted orders
IV. COMPLIANCE CHECKING BASED ON PROM

Process mining discover information from an event

log. This discovered information is used not only for

seeing business process execution but also for adaptation

of already existing business processes. In-order to find

the appropriate plug-in for smart auditing framework’s

evaluation, we have performed a detailed analysis of

PROM plug-ins, shown in Table II. Following sub-

section discusses selected plug-in detail.

Module Name PROM Plug-in Tasks

Input Data Log Analysis: Inspecting

and Cleaning Log

Prepare data for processing

Data Analysis and IST Gen-

eration

Performance Sequence Dia-

gram, Mine Petri net Using

Alpha Algorithm

Mining the control flow

perspective Mining case-

related information

SOLL Generation and Com-

pliance Checking

LTL checker Default Plug-

in

Auditing based on norma-

tive structure

TABLE II
CORRELATION BETWEEN SMART AUDITING FRAMEWORK’S

MODULES AND PROM’S PLUG-IN [8]

A. Analysis of Event Log

What is actually happening in company can be seen by

inspecting the log. During inspection we have observed

properties in the log for instance, complete and incom-

plete cases. For analysis we considered both complete

and incomplete cases. Furthermore, the PROM tool

provids an option of Export for saving the results of

the cleaned log, so that we can avoid redoing work.

Following questions are asked during analysis of data

by using PROM 6.3.

1) How many cases (or process instances) are in the

log?

2) How many tasks (or audit trail entries) are in the

log?

3) How many originators are in the log?

These questions are answered by clicking on the tab

Summary or by calling the analysis plug-in i.e Log

Summary. We have found that 501 cases consisting of

3970 events where 8 originators are involved as can be

seen from Figure 2.

Individual cases can also be analyzed by clicking

the tab Inspector (cf. third left tab in Figure 2). View

options of log (i.e Dashboard, inspector and summary)

provide an abstract view of the data. As it is mentioned

earlier that we have simulated data so here we can see

classes, events, cases and many more which mimics the

G-company’s real data. In our case inspection and pre-

processing of data provided an insight of the (simulated)

business processes. Next step is how rule compliance is

being handled by PROM?

B. Auditing Based on Smart Auditing Framework

Smart auditing framework discusses the use of some

norms and standards for compliance checking(for details

see II). From the description of G-company example,

multiple rules need to be complied. For compliance

check of rules discussed in section III two possible
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Fig. 2. Log summary

scenario exist, (a) by using LTL Checker default plug-
in where each condition is described by giving input to

the LTL parameter A and B (b) by using LTL Checker
plug-in where LTL rules file is generated for auditing.

In LTL we can identify which pre-defined formula

is possible to use where we translated rule R2 that

is checking stock before placing the shipment request

by using LTL checker default . The resulting screen

shows that log have divided into two parts: (a) one

with the cases that satisfy the property (or formula) and

(b)another with the cases that do not satisfy the property.

In the following we have considered rules R1, R3, and
R4 (see Section III).

Result of the LTL checker default shows that from

satisfying rule of "check stock then send order" have

0.43 coverage, which shows that business process are

not followed in an order as described by business norms

(see Figure 3).

We can further mine the results by looking into each

case and detail of the event. Each event has detail

description about itself as how it is being performed,

what was the time? What was the order and much more.

Moreover, incorrect process instances can be checked

by LTL plug-in again. An example output is shown in

the Figure 3 where we have one satisfying and 3 non

satisfying rules. We further explore non-satisfying cases.

From REA economic event’s description we can see

increment or decrement in the value of economic re-

sources e.g sales of goods: which is continuous occur-

rence of an economic event. Based on rule R1:before
sending order duties should be paid economic duality

can be identified between between products in hand(i.e

order sending) and money in-hand. Thus, Before ship-

ment crosses the border and reached its destination we

have to pay some money in the form of excise. Repre-

sentation of excise in REA is discussed in [14] where

complex scenarios of excise payment are explored which

in return increase the efficiency of auditing (details can

be see in Chapter 4 [8]).

We have observed that duality between increase in

sales and reduction in money is not possible to represent

in LTL default checker. We have partially checked the

duality by using the business rule "excise is not paid

before shipment crosses the border " see Figure 3.

Audit report states that mostly excise is not being
paid but from our documentation study we have found

that there are two possible ways for excise payment,

(i) excise is paid when shipment crosses the border (ii)

excise payment is managed by customs broker. Customs

brokers pay weekly/monthly. In such cases it is not

a violation it is only that customs broker’s norms are

overlooked in the norm list. The audit report will be

provided not only to decision makers but also to the

adaptation module for future use. The adaptation module

performs necessary checks and adds the customs broker’s
norms in the business norms list. Based on this report

decision makers (can be of company itself or customs

authorities) can see which norm is less violated, mostly

violated or not violated at all and take appropriate

actions. In addition, the company reports its corrective

actions to customs. The customs system checks whether

these are in balance, and generates an alert only when

this is not the case.
V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have targeted two tasks one is the

evaluation of proposed framework and other is to see

the possible use of PROM for auditing and compliance

checking.

For answering audit related questions we have used a

specialized plug-in known as LTL checker default and

audited G-company’s simulated data. For compliance

checking there exist many plug-ins but most of them
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Fig. 3. Screen-shot of the few log patterns from Log

require a log and a (process) model as input [15].

Most companies are based on process-aware information

system (PAIS) that require process models [9]. However,

these process models may be incomplete because (a) at

deployment stage one could not think of all possible

scenarios, (b) due to dynamic nature of business: the way

employees work may change but the prescribed process

models remain the same. Thus, in the smart auditing
framework we have proposed the use of ontological

concept to populate business norms list and process

model. In smart auditing framework we have proposed

the use of intelligent techniques. Use of these techniques

improve efficiency by (i) demanding fewer resources,(ii)

implementing controls. Thus, we achieve added value not

only in the form of reliability of data by using ontolog-

ical concepts and process mining techniques. Moreover,

we conclude that smart auditing framework is not only

efficient and effective but it has capacity to adapt over

time. We have seen how PROM provides an insight into

the data and we have obtained answers to some basic

questions about data as highlights in each section.

There exist many audit software’s which we will use

for further evaluation of smart auditing framework’s but

initially we have experimented with LTL checker de-

fault(PROM), where auditing can be performed by using

ontological concepts. LTL checker default is partially in-

line with the smart auditing framework we can check

event log against business rules but aggregated business

rules are not possible to represent REA ontological

concepts.
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